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“Then” - Before ECP

MAGMA-sparse as a “child” of MAGMA 
explores the development of sparse 
linear algebra for NVIDIA GPUs.

• 2013-16, I am PostDoc in Jack Dongarra’s ICL at UTK and 
lucky to be part of a collaboration project with SNL exploring 
the development of sparse linear algebra for NVIDIA GPUs.

+ Plenty of research freedom 
+ Plenty of opportunities to publish
+ No deliverables or deadlines

- Uncertain funding future
- Writing software is not the main scope
- “who cares what I am doing”
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reality.

I am torn between the options and chose: Both.

And I start a new sparse linear algebra library: 
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The Design of an ECP Math Library

MAGMA-sparse as a “child” of MAGMA 
explores the development of sparse 
linear algebra for NVIDIA GPUs.

Design considerations for Ginkgo
• Platform Portability
• Performance 
• Rapid integration of new algorithms
• xSDK / E4S Community Policies
• BSSw expertise / experience
• Modern C++
• CI/CD and unit testing
• Open source & permissive licensing
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“Now” – Near completion of ECP
Library core contains 
architecture-agnostic 
factionality

Runtime polymorphism selects the right 
kernel depending on the target architecture

Unit tests check 
correctness

Architecture-optimized kernels
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• …

REFERENCE OpenMP CUDA HIP DPC++

Industry Collaboration 
with bi-weekly meetings

• Sustainable software design ready for the 
addition of new backends. 

• Numerous collaborations with DOE partners 
and industry. 
– Bi-weekly meetings with Intel
– regular meetings with AMD

• Significant interest from the computational 
science community outside ECP:
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• Sustainable software design ready for the 
addition of new backends. 

• Numerous collaborations with DOE partners 
and industry. 
– Bi-weekly meetings with Intel
– regular meetings with AMD

• Significant interest from the computational 
science community outside ECP:

• Myself:   
Started as Director of ICL 

in August 2022.
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Lessons learnt from ECP

• Earmarking roughly half the budget to Software & App development is a game changer.
– Central component for the success of ECP.
– This concept becomes the blueprint for other nations.

• Workforce recruitment and workforce retention are the key to success in software development.
– Money does not write software. RSEs do. We need to create attractive career plans.
– Chips act foresees workforce shortage: we need to train the future workforce for research and industry 

and invest in strategic cooperation between Universities and DOE Labs.

• Anticipating the future in hardware development accelerates the porting process.
– Blueprints and early access systems both useful. 
– Interaction with industry is mutually beneficial.

• Management, tools, and strategic initiatives are important. 
– Jira milestones and deliverables give projects and collaborative interactions a structure and timeline.
– Strategic focus groups bring experts together and create collaboration. 


